
Protective Remedies 
Series (I):
Interlocutory Injunctions

Learn about practical tips on
interlocutory injunctions in different
practice areas such as defamation,
breach of confidence, commercial
fraud, arbitration, land and
employment cases.

Date:  
Time:
Presenters:
Venue:

20 September 2019 (Friday)
2:30 pm – 5:40 pm
Earl Deng, Isabel Tam, Tara Liao, Allison Wong
Denis Chang’s Chambers, 
9/F One Lippo Centre, 89 Queensway

RSVP by email to event@dcc.law to join 
free-of-charge. 

*3 CPD points being applied for



14:15 Registration

14:30

Overview of general principles, procedures
and usual pitfalls in interlocutory injunctions,
and practical tips on non-disclosure orders in
breach of confidence and defamation cases

– Earl Deng, Allison Wong

15:30

Practical tips on:

1. proprietary, Mareva injunctions and
ancillary orders in commercial fraud and
tracing cases, and

2. anti-suit injunctions enforcing arbitration
agreements

– Tara Liao

16:30 Refreshment break

Programme



16:40

Practical tips on interlocutory injunctions in:

1. land related cases (including nuisance and
building management issues), and

2. employment cases (including harassment
and restrictive covenant related issues)

– Isabel Tam

17:40 End of Seminar

Next

We will have Protective Remedies Series (II) on
9 October 2019 in which we will discuss
interim reliefs in other practice areas such as
reliefs concerning companies, matrimonial and
probate cases. Stay tuned!
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Speakers

Tara Liao

Tara was called to the bar in 2015 and is developing a
broad civil practice in commercial injunctions, company
and insolvency, competition, trust, arbitration, defamation,
land, insurance and cross-border disputes.

Before joining the bar, Tara was a solicitor at Kennedys
specialising in commercial litigation and regulatory
matters. In addition to her Hong Kong qualifications, she
has a bachelor degree in PRC Laws from Peking University
and passed the PRC bar examination before completing
her common law education and training.

Earl Deng
Earl Deng read Law at the University of Cambridge,
Fitzwilliam College on a Prince Philip Scholarship Bursary
and was called to the Hong Kong Bar in 2008.

Earl has an active civil law practice involving advisory and
advocacy work in complex commercial, contractual,
chancery, and intellectual property disputes and is known
as a specialist advocate for public and administrative law
matters and sexual minority rights. Earl has regularly
appeared in all levels of the superior courts in Hong Kong.

Isabel Tam
Isabel Tam was called in 2013 and has a broad civil
practice.

Her practice has an emphasis on public law, family
law, commercial law, regulatory matters, and land law
and building management. She graduated with a first
class LLB and with distinction in her LLM. She also
has an MA in competition law.



To RSVP or if you have questions:
Please email us at event@dcc.law.

9th Floor, One Lippo Centre, 89 Queensway
Admiralty, Hong Kong
Tel : +852 2810 7222
Fax : +852 2845 0439

To stop receiving email from us:
Please email unsubscribe@dcc.law.

@

Allison Wong

Allison was called to the bar in 2018 and is
developing a broad civil practice. She obtained First
Class Honours in her LL.B. at the University of Hong
Kong. After completing her P.C.LL. at the University of
Hong Kong, she further obtained an LL.M. at the
University of Cambridge. In her legal studies, Allison
received various awards and scholarships, and was a
member of the winning team in the HSF-KCL
Competition Law Moot 2016, where her team
captured Overall Champion and Best Written
Memorandum.
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